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Summary. Decisions about the logic underpinning a formal specification language
have important consequences for the utility of the formalism. This paper describes
the major features of the typed Logic of Partial Functions (LPF) as it has been im-
plemented in support of the Vienna Development Method’s Specification Language,
VDM-SL. It compares attempts to realise the logic in different environments: a user-
centred proof support tool, a specification interpreter and an automated proof tool.
Future directions in integrated proof support for the language are suggested.
1 Introduction
The logic that underpins a specification language has great practical signifi-
cance, directly affecting the capabilities of the tools that are so necessary to
the successful application of the language in professional practice. Decisions
regarding logic are therefore influenced by methodological and pragmatic con-
cerns, as well as by the desire to provide an intuitive and elegant theory. The
Vienna Development Method’s Specification Language (VDM-SL) has a long
history of use, both as a vehicle for research and as a tool in the development
of computer-based systems. Machine support for the coding and analysis for
VDM specifications has been available for VDM-SL for well over a decade,
and there is considerable experience at proving properties of specifications
and refinements in the formalism. Nevertheless, the logic underpinning VDM,
and its susceptibility to machine support, remain the subject of debate and
research.
The logic of partial functions (LPF) is closely associated with VDM, al-
though its potential for application goes well beyond that particular formal-
ism. The aims of this paper are to give an account of LPF and attempts to
realise it in various support environments for VDM, ranging from an inter-
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preter to automated provers, and to identify the next steps in the provision
of integrated support for reasoning about VDM specifications.
In order to understand the requirements for a logic supporting VDM-SL,
it is worth reviewing the distinguishing characteristics of the specification lan-
guage and a little of its history (Section 2). The key features of typed LPF,
notably the handling of undefined terms, are introduced in Sections 3 and 4.
Using LPF to reason about models expressed in VDM-SL entails the addition
of types and other relevant features, discussed in Section 5. Contrasting ap-
proaches to tool support for LPF-based reasoning in VDM-SL are discussed
in Section 6, leading to a discussion of future directions and concluding re-
marks (Section 7).
2 The Vienna Development Method
The Vienna Development Method (VDM), is a collection of techniques for
the modelling, specification and design of computer-based systems. A com-
prehensive introduction to VDM, including notions of both specification and
refinement, is to be found in the 1990 edition of Jones’ text [31]. The common
formal language on which the techniques are based is the VDM Specifica-
tion Language VDM-SL, standardised by the ISO in 1996 [7]. Although the
specification language VDM-SL has been standardised, its community has
generally stopped short of imposing a methodology around its use. Indeed, it
has been closely associated with many of the concepts of “lightweight” formal
methods [28]. The IFAD VDMTools encouraged experimentation with formal
techniques in a variety of application domains [5, 27], leading to the develop-
ment of the guidelines for system modelling and analysis that subsequently
formed part of the approach advocated in the most recent works on VDM [22]
and VDM++ [23]. This paper concentrates on logic supporting the forms of
VDM described above, and in particular the support tools. However, it is im-
portant to note the work of the Irish School of VDM [6] which has stressed the
development of operator calculi underpinning modelling in a VDM setting.
2.1 Historical Context
Jones [33] gives an account of the development of the specification language
and refinement methodology. In examining the logic underpinning VDM, it is
useful to identify three (very loosely defined) phases in its history.
The 1970s saw the origin of VDM in programming language description
and compiler design, and the subsequent widening of the method to encompass
the development of sequential and concurrent systems more generally. The
stress was on the fundamental features of the language, its formal semantics
and the development of a basis for reasoning about models in terms of proving
properties of programming language concepts.
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In the 1980s and 1990s, the ambition of the technology widened to en-
compass computing systems in general and to go beyond specification to re-
finement as well. LPF was proposed as a response to the challenge of proving
properties of systems incorporating partial functions. Proofs at this stage were
largely rigorous rather than formal.
As the specification language became more stable, an analytic strand of
work emerged with the development of experimental support systems for spec-
ification and analysis, including formal reasoning. Some of the support tech-
nology became strong enough to withstand industrial application and, over
this period, practical experience with the modelling technology grew signifi-
cantly. Recently the tools development effort has opened up, following changes
in the ownership of commercial VDM technology. There has been a renewal of
interest in interoperability between tools supporting different aspects of the
systems development process and less in “self-contained” formal reasoning.
Each of these three periods is considered in more detail in Sections 2.2- 2.4
below, stressing the role of proof and the logic underpinning the specification
language.
2.2 Origins of VDM: Programming Language Definition
VDM’s roots lie in work on programming language definition, notably the
attempt to give a formal definition of the semantics of the PL/I language
using a notation that came to be known as the Vienna Definition Lan-
guage (VDL) [45]. It is apparent that proof was an issue in the Vienna group
from an early stage. In 1968, Peter Lucas was concerned with proving the
equivalence of programming language concepts [43] as parts of compiler cor-
rectness arguments. There was extensive exploration of alternative forms of
argument. For example, Lucas’s paper uses a “twin machine” notion later
described with Jones [35]. In 1970, Henhapl and Jones addressed implementa-
tions of the block concept with the use of a homomorphic retrieve function [26].
There were implicit concerns about the style or quality of proof at this stage,
but concern with full formalisation only came later when tool support for for-
mal analysis became feasible. The handling of undefined terms had surfaced
as an issue by 1969. Lucas [44] refers to McCarthy’s approach to handling
undefinedness by means of conditional interpretations of propositional con-
nectives [47, 46], an approach subsequently rejected in LPF. The dispersal of
the group in 1975 led to different emphases in the subsequent development of
the modelling languages, methodology and the associated proof techniques.
2.3 Rigorous Specification and Rigorous Proof
The 1980s saw a shift in research emphasis from the definition language to-
wards a development ‘method’ [29, 12], although the term ‘method’ has al-
ways been used loosely in VDM to refer to a set of development techniques
rather than a prescriptive approach. The process of standardisation gathered
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momentum and work in a wide range of application areas was catalysed by
the VDM Symposia1, which subsequently developed into the FME and FM
Symposia2.
Jones’ 1986 book [30] contains many of the elements of VDM-SL as it is
known now, albeit with a strong emphasis on an implicit style of operation
specification. As an example of the content of a VDM model at this stage,
consider the example in Figure 1, an extract from a larger model used in
Jones’ 1986 text.
Queueb :: s : Qel∗
i : N
where
inv -Queueb(mk -Queueb(s, i)) △ i ≤ len s
ENQUEUE (e:Qel)
ext wr s : Qel∗
post s =↼−s y [e]
DEQUEUE () e:Qel
ext rd s : Qel∗
wr i : N
pre i < len s
post i =
↼−
i + 1 ∧ e =↼−s (i)
Fig. 1. Specification of the “biased queue”, after Jones [30].
The specification in Fig. 1 describes a biased queue, and has been selected
because it is slightly more interesting than the usual stack or queue example.
The specification describes a queue as a sequence of values s plus a separate
pointer i containing the index number of the value in the sequence currently
at the head of the queue. New arrivals are added at the end of the queue with
high index numbers and removals from the queue just involve copying the ith
item out as a result and incrementing the pointer.
1 The first symposium was held in 1987 in Brussels. Among the contributions are
papers from Blikle and Monahan on denotational semantics of VDM, and Jones
reports work on discharging proof obligations. The proceedings report little work
on tool support, except for LATEX macros. A report by the standardisation team
appears to suggest, rather optimistically, that its work will be done by 1988 – the
standard was actually approved by ISO in 1996!
2 See http://www.fmeurope.org
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VDM-SL is a model-oriented language. A model of a system state is con-
structed from basic types such as that of natural numbers (N) and type con-
structors such as X ∗ which represents the type of all finite sequences of el-
ements drawn from the type X . In Fig. 1, the state contains two variables:
s representing the sequence of elements in a queue, and i representing the
pointer to the last element taken off the queue. Permitted assignments of val-
ues to these variables are constrained by a data type invariant. In VDM-SL,
invariants are arbitrary predicates; membership of a type entails satisfaction
of the invariant. Thus, in the example, a pair containing the following values:
s = [5, 7, 7, 4, 2]
i = 9
would not be a valid member of the type Queueb because 9 is greater than
the length of s , violating the invariant.
Operations are units of functionality capable of modifying the content of
the state. In the example above, they are specified implicitly, by means of a
postcondition that characterises the permissible states resulting from the oper-
ation. This admits loose specification: the possibility of multiple implementa-
tions satisfying the postcondition. In the ENQUEUE operation above, the re-
sulting state is defined uniquely. Note the use of read (rd) and read/write (wr)
keywords acting as framing constraints to indicate the access rights that an
operation has on the state variables.
Operation specifications are further restricted by preconditions which char-
acterise the domain of inputs and “before” states to which they are applicable.
The model does not define the effect of applying an implementation of the op-
eration to values that do not satisfy the precondition.
The example nicely illustrates key features of VDM. It is not the most
abstract specification that could be written. In fact, it is termed biased because
of the unnecessary history stored at the low index end of the sequence. When
data are dequeued, they remain in situ in the sequence. For example, the
state:
s = [5, 7, 7, 4, 2]
i = 3
is, in terms of the effects of future ENQUEUE and DEQUEUE operations,
indistinguishable from the following:
s = [6, 2, 7, 4, 2]
i = 3
The specification thus distinguishes states that are behaviourally indistin-
guishable, biasing subsequent refinements and implementations [31].
Proof Obligations and Rigorous Proof
VDM-SL is a highly expressive language. Note, for example, that some data
types such as N are unbounded, although individual elements are required
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to be of finite size. Invariants, preconditions and postconditions are all ar-
bitrarily complex logical expressions. As a consequence, it is not possible to
determine statically (in general) that a model is internally consistent. The
aspects of model consistency that can not be checked statically give rise to
proof obligations stated as conjectures in the proof theory. For example, there
is a satisfiability obligation on implicit operation specifications. This requires
that the operation’s postcondition defines a result of the correct type for any
(input,state) pair satisfying the precondition. For the DEQUEUE operation
this is stated formally as follows:
∀
↼−
qb ∈ Queueb · pre-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb ) ⇒
∃qb ∈ Queueb, e ∈ Qel · post -DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb , qb, e)
Proof obligations also arise during refinement, when it is necessary to show
the soundness of design steps in which a relatively abstract model is related
to a more concrete counterpart.
from
↼−
qb ∈ Queueb, pre-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb )
1 let i =
↼−
i + 1
2 let qb = mk -Queueb(↼−s , i)
3
↼−
i < len↼−s h2
4 i ≤ len↼−s N,3,1
5 inv -Queueb(qb) 4,2,inv -Queueb
6 qb ∈ Queueb 5, Queueb
7 let e =↼−s (i)
8 e ∈ Qel 7,4,len
9 i =
↼−
i + 1 ∧ e = ↼−s (i) ∧-I(1,7)
10 post-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb , qb, e) post-DEQUEUE (9)
infer ∃qb ∈ Queueb, e ∈ Qel · post-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb , qb, e) ∃-I(6,8,10)
Fig. 2. Rigorous proof of DEQUEUE -satisfiability in the style of [30].
A proof of the satisfiability of DEQUEUE is shown in Fig. 2. The proof
itself proceeds from hypotheses on the “from” line to a conclusion on the
“infer” line by a series of intermediate steps. Each step either introduces
a local definition or follows by the application of reasoning from preceding
lines. In the latter case, the line has a justification to the right. Justifications
may appeal to the expressions on other lines by giving the line number as a
reference. Since several expressions may appear as hypotheses on a “from”
line, the reference “hn” is used to refer to the nth hypothesis. For example,
line 3 appeals to the second hypothesis (h2) and line 4 appeals to the general
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theory of the type N, and the expressions on lines 3 and 1. In general “from
. . . infer” subproofs may be nested within the larger proof.
It should be remembered that, when Jones was writing in the late 1980s,
proof in VDM was primarily about writing arguments that help to expose
weaknesses in a model, and are detailed but nonetheless convincing to a hu-
man reader. Readability tended to win out over full formality at the level of
detail needed to support automatic proof generation or checking. The proof
in Fig. 2 is not formal – it could not be checked by a machine. Some of the
justifications appeal to general properties of a data type (e.g. the reference
to the properties of natural numbers on line 4). Some are references to sym-
bols defined elsewhere (e.g. the reference to the definition of the invariant of
Queueb on line 5). Some of the justifications, however, refer to precisely de-
fined rules of inference, for example the rule for ∧-Introduction used on line 9
is defined as follows:
∧-I
E1; . . . ;En
E1 ∧ . . . ∧ En
The rule for the introduction of an existential quantifier is defined as follows:
∃-I
s ∈ X ;E (s/x )
∃x ∈ X · E (x )
We have so far concentrated on proof as an activity conducted primarily by
a human, often with ‘pencil and paper’. Before exploring the formal proof
theory in depth, it is useful to consider the ways in which automated tool
support for VDM has evolved since the late 1980s.
2.4 Formalisation: the Influence of Standardisation and Tool
Support
Work on tool support brings semantic issues into clearer focus. From the late
1980s, there had been tool support for more than just typesetting the lan-
guage. Bloomfield and Froome had experimented with Prolog-based anima-
tion of a VDM model [13], and went on to develop one of the most prominent
early tools, SpecBox [14], which provided syntax checking, basic semantic
checking and pretty printing on a version of the language that was close to
the final ISO Standard version. Instituttet for Anvendt Datateknik (IFAD)
in Denmark began a long and productive involvement with VDM, building
on Larsen’s contributions to the standardisation process, and developing the
VDM Toolbox based on an executable subset of the modelling language ( then
called Meta-IV [42]). The Toolbox later evolved into VDMTools, the most ro-
bust set of support tools for VDM-SL, incorporating facilities for management
of modular structuring, syntax and semantic checking, proof obligation gen-
eration, animation, batch mode testing and coverage analysis.
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Fig. 3 shows the Queueb model in the syntax of VDM-SL as it is supported
by VDMTools. Comparing this with Fig. 1, a significant difference is the use of
the interchange (ASCII-based) syntax. This was originally included in the ISO
standard in order to promote transfer of models between tools3. Fitzgerald,
Larsen and others have since tended to use the interchange syntax in training
and industrial work, as it appears to present a lower barrier to practitioners
more familiar with programming notations [22, 23].
types
Qel = token;
state Queueb of
s : seq of Qel
i : nat
inv mk_Queueb(s,i) == i <= len s
end
operations
ENQUEUE(e:Qel)
ext wr s : seq of Qel
post s = s~ ^ [e];
DEQUEUE()e:Qel
ext rd s : seq of Qel
wr i : nat
pre i < len s
post i = i~+1 and e = s(i)
Fig. 3. The Queueb model in interchange syntax for VDMTools.
VDMTools promote the analysis of models in a lightweight way, by means
of syntax and type checking,and testing through execution. The need to be
able to execute the model tends to bias models to a more explicit style in which
behaviour is described in a functional or even imperative programming style.
An executable version of the Queueb model suitable for use with VDMTools
might take the form shown in Fig. 4, in which the operations are expressed as
functions over the data type denoting the state. An alternative presentation,
supported by ISO Standard VDM-SL and VDMTools, is as a state-based
model, with operations that are allowed to have side-effects (Fig. 5).
Tools development and increasing industrial engagement have motivated
various additions to the capabilities of the modelling language. The EC-funded
Afrodite project aimed to provide object-oriented and real-time extensions to
3 A contemporary standard would probably have used XML.
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types
Qel = token;
Queueb :: s : seq of Qel
i : nat
inv mk_Queueb(s,i) == i <= len s;
functions
EnQueue: Qel * Queueb -> Queueb
EnQueue(e,mk_Queueb(s,i)) == mk_Queueb(s^[e],i);
DeQueue: Queueb -> Queueb * Qel
DeQueue(mk_Queueb(s,i)) == mk_( mk_Queueb(s,i+1), s(i) )
pre i < len s
Fig. 4. An executable function-based version of the Queueb model.
types
Qel = token;
state Queueb of
s : seq of Qel
i : nat
inv mk_Queueb(s,i) == i <= len s
end
operations
ENQUEUE: Qel ==> ()
ENQUEUE(e) ==
(
s := s ^ [e]
);
DEQUEUE: () ==> Qel
DEQUEUE() ==
(
i := i+1;
return s(i);
)
pre i < len s
Fig. 5. An operational version of the executable Queueb model.
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VDM-SL, creating VDM++ [19]. Later projects extended coverage of the IFAD
tools to VDM++, creating a bidirectional link to the object-oriented UML
modelling tool Rational Rose, allowing multiple views on a common underly-
ing model [23]. The development of real-time features has gathered pace with
recent work on the modelling of timed communication in the object model
and a separate notion of deployment of processes to abstract processors [51].
The VDMTools technology was sold to CSK Corporation in 2004, which
continues to develop and promote the tool set. At the time of writing, the
community-based Overture initiative to develop a more loosely coupled and
extensible set of tools for VDM has also begun [24]4.
Although VDM-SL has been standardised, its community has generally
sought to avoid its being packaged in a limiting methodology [28, 32, 5]. As a
result of the IFAD VDMTools work, guidelines for VDM-based system mod-
elling and analysis were developed and form part of the approach advocated
in [22] and [23] which stresses the construction of models as a cooperative
process between engineers and domain experts, and proof has a role to play in
this process, even at the rigorous, rather than fully formal, level [21]. Experi-
ence in industrial studies suggests that the use of a modelling technology has
significant effects on this dialogue [40]. As a result, much of the technologi-
cal development around VDM since the mid 1990s has concerned modelling
rather than specification, and tools for the exploration of models rather than
proof. However, advances in proof and model checking technology, as well as
tools interoperability, have made it worth considering the role that automated
support for formal proof can play.
Formal Proof in VDM
The notion of proof as a means of exploring the properties of models is some-
times difficult to reconcile with requirement for automation in reasoning about
sophisticated models. The IPSE 2.5 project in the late 1980s and early 1990s
aimed to address this by developing a prototype proof support environment
that mimicked the exploratory style of rigorous reasoning, but with formal
support. The main products were the mural tool [37] and formal theories of
the typed logic that underpins VDM [10].
A formal proof of the DEQUEUE -satisfiability conjecture in the mural
style is shown in Fig. 6. There are several points of contrast between the
formal proof and the rigorous argument shown in Fig. 2. The most obvious
difference is the length and apparent complexity of the formal proof. However,
it should be noted that the structure of the formal proof is basically the same
as its rigorous counterpart. The main difference is that every line is justified
by reference to an inference rule or folding/unfolding of a syntactic definition.
The formal proof is required to contain more detailed bookkeeping infor-
mation than the rigorous version. For example, the rigorous proof introduces
4 http://www.overturetool.org
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from
↼−
qb ∈ Queueb, pre-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb )
1
↼−
qb .i < len
↼−
qb .s unfolding(h2)
2
↼−
qb .i :N i-form(h1)
3
↼−
qb .s:Qel∗ s-form(h1)
4 len
↼−
qb .s:N len-form(3)
5
↼−
qb .i + 1 ≤ len
↼−
qb .s <→≤(2,4,1)
6
↼−
qb .i + 1:N1 N→ N1(2)
7
↼−
qb .s(
↼−
qb .i + 1):Qel appl -form-seq(3,6,5)
8 inv -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1) folding(5)
9 mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1):Queueb mk -Queueb-form(3,6,8)
10 mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i =
↼−
qb .i + 1 i-defn(9)
11
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i):Qel =-subs-left(a)(7,10,7)
12
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i) =
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i) =-self-I(11)
13
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i) =
↼−
qb .i + 1∧
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i) =
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i) ∧-I(10,12)
14 post-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb ,mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1),
↼−
qb .s(mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1).i)) folding(13)
15 ∃e:Qel · post-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb ,mk -Queueb(
↼−
qb .s,
↼−
qb .i + 1), e)
∃-I(11,14)
infer ∃qb ∈ Queueb, e ∈ Qel · post-DEQUEUE (
↼−
qb , qb, e) ∃-I(9,15)
Fig. 6. Formal proof of DEQUEUE -satisfiability in the style of [10].
local variables i and s (and their “before state” versions
↼−
i and ↼−s ) by means
of an informal “let” expression. In contrast, the formal proof refers properly
to the state variable qb, with i and s treated as selector functions. Formation
and definition axioms are used in the justifications of expressions introducing
↼−
qb .i and
↼−
qb .s at lines 2 and 3 of the formal proof. We give examples of such
axioms in Sect. 5.
The requirement that justifications must appeal directly to defined rules
of inference means that substantial theories of the underlying data types must
be constructed. For example, consider line 4 of the rigorous proof in Fig. 2:
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. . .
4 i ≤ len↼−s N,3,1
. . .
The justification of this line appeals to the general theory of natural num-
bers. In the formal proof, the inference is done at line 5 by appealing to a
specific lemma:
<→≤
i :N;n:N; i < n
i + 1 ≤ n
Most of the justifications in the rest of the proof refer to such rules.
Themural work concentrated on user-guided proof, specifically on the pro-
duction of what might be considered “convincing” arguments in support of
conjectures made about VDM models. The proof theory developed for mural
was designed to have intuitive appeal and was aimed at largely manual use.
A contrasting view, stressing the value of largely automatic proof production,
motivated another strand of work on experiments using the PVS and HOL
theorem provers to discharge proof obligations automatically generated by
VDMTools. Whichever approach is preferred, it is necessary to develop the-
ories to underpin reasoning about VDM models, including properties about
data types like the natural number examples above.
In Sections 3 and 4 we consider typed LPF and in Sect. 5 the theories that
must be developed for reasoning about VDM models in the logic. In Sect. 6
we examine the forms of proof support that have been developed to date and
the underlying theory itself.
Terminology and Notation
Since we take a “lightweight” view of formal methods in this context, we will
tend to use the neutral term “model” to describe formal artifacts constructed
in VDM-SL, rather than refer to them as specifications or designs, implying
a particular development process. Models and model fragments in VDM-SL
are presented using the mathematical syntax from the ISO Standard [7], as
this provides for a concise presentation.
3 A Proof Framework for VDM
This section introduces the logical framework for proof developed in the mural
project ([37],[10]) and based upon Jones’ adaptation of the Natural Deduction
style. Here, the elements of the framework are introduced in enough detail to
discuss the representation of typed LPF and VDM.
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3.1 Constants and Expressions
Three kinds of symbol are admitted: variables, constants and binders . Vari-
ables range over collections of values. Constants represent value and type
constructors such as the empty set { }, the singleton sequence [ ] or the finite
set type constructor -set. Each constant has a fixed arity (x , y) where x is the
number of value arguments it takes and y the number of type arguments (e.g.
the arity of [ ] is (1, 0) and the constant -set is of arity (0, 1)). Binary pper-
ators such as sequence concatenation y , which expects two sequences as
arguments (arity (2, 0)) will often be written using an infix form, for exam-
ple z y y. Binders introduce and bind new variables, limiting their scope.
The usual quantifiers of first order predicate logic (∀,∃) and comprehension
expression forms such as { : | } are treated as binders.
An expression is either a variable symbol, or a constant symbol with the
correct number of arguments instantiated, or a binder binding a variable in
another expression. The mural logical framework also exploited a special no-
tation for subtypes. The expression 〈〈x :N | x < 10〉〉 denotes the subtype of
natural numbers less than 10. In the remainder of the paper, we will be liberal
about the syntax, admitting infix versions of binary operators, and omitting
parentheses for commutative/associative operators.
3.2 Rules of Inference
Inference rules are given in a Hilbert-style system. An inference rule consists
of a set of hypotheses, shown above a horizontal line, and a conclusion shown
below the line. A name for the rule may be given in a box to the left of the
line. For example, the following rule has one hypothesis and one conclusion:
+ 1-form
n:N
(n + 1):N
The symbol N in the +1-form rule is a constant, but the symbol n may be
instantiated by an expression in a proof. Such a symbol is termed a metavari-
able. On application in a proof, the metavariables in a rule are consistently
instantiated by expressions. It should be noted that metavariables can take
arguments, as in the following rule (we separate hypotheses by semicolons):
=-subs
a = b;P(a)
P(b)
In using this rule, P could be instantiated by an expression which contains
placeholders representing the argument. For example, P( ) could be ∀x :N · =
x ∨ x > . Renaming avoids capture of free variables.
Axioms are distinguished by “Ax” to the right of the rule, thus:
0-form
0:N
Ax
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3.3 Proofs
Proofs are represented as arguments from hypotheses to the conclusion. Con-
sider a proof of the following conjecture:
Conj1
ns :N∗
[0]y ns :N∗
The proof might have the following form:
from ns :N∗
1 0:N 0-form
2 [0]:N∗ singl-form(1)
infer [0]y ns :N∗ y-form(2,h1)
Each proof is organised into blocks bounded by from and infer lines.
Each block limits the scope of the hypotheses stated on the from line. Within
each block, inference steps are represented as numbered lines, each bearing a
formula and a justification. Each justification is an appeal to an inference rule
or folding/unfolding of a syntactic definition.
The block structuring of proof enables localised assumptions, permitting
the discharging of sequent hypotheses, indicated by the turnstile symbol ⊢ .
For example, consider a proof based on the following rules from classical logic:
deduction
e1 ⊢ e2
e1 ⇒ e2
modus ponens
e1; e1 ⇒ e2
e2
A proof using deduction discharges the sequent hypothesis in a sub-proof:
from P ⇒ Q ; Q ⇒ R
1 from P
1.1 Q modus ponens(1.h1,h1)
2 infer R modus ponens(1.1,h2)
infer P ⇒ R deduction(1)
The framework supports syntactic definitions of constants, for example:
e1 ∧ e2 △ ¬ (¬ e1 ∨ ¬ e2)
This allows justifications by folding or unfolding across the definition, with
expressions matching the metavariables in the definition, for example:
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. . .
5 ¬ ((A ∧ B) ∨ ¬C )
6 ¬ (¬ (¬A ∨ ¬B) ∨ ¬C ) unfolding(5)
7 (¬A ∨ ¬B) ∧C folding(6)
. . .
3.4 Theories
In the mural framework, a theory is a collection of constant and binder defi-
nitions, axioms and derived results and their proofs. A theory store is then a
collection of theories in an inheritance structure. This structuring into theo-
ries is intended to promote reuse and help to limit the scope of searches for
applicable inference rules. No information hiding mechanisms were proposed
in the original mural project, but were suggested subsequently [20].
In order to support VDM modelling, theories were built for propositional
LPF, then typed predicate LPF with equality (see Sect. 4 for an introduction
to the contents of these core theories). This is inherited into theories describing
the base types (such as natural numbers) that are present in the modelling
language, and the type constructors such as sets, sequences and mappings.
These theories are then inherited by a single theory gathering sufficient results
to support proofs of properties of specific models (Sect. 5).
4 The Typed Logic of Partial Functions
Partial functions are commonplace in computing, at implementation and spec-
ification levels. There is a long history of research into logics that handle the
undefined terms resulting from the application of such functions. We will not
describe the competing approaches here, but refer the reader to papers by
Cheng and Jones setting out the view that underpins VDM [17, 34].
Partial functions and operators arise frequently in VDM models. Even in
the simple biased queue model presented in Fig. 1, a partial operator arises
in the postcondition of the DEQUEUE operation, namely the indexing into a
sequence↼−s (i), which is only defined if i is in the set of indices for the sequence
↼−s . Thus, the operation’s precondition i < len s ensures the definedness of
this expression.
The Logic of Partial Functions (LPF) is a first order predicate logic which
admits undefined terms resulting from the application of partial functions or
operators. In the context of VDM, LPF is first introduced in the untyped
propositional form by Barringer, Cheng and Jones in 1984 [9], then in the
predicate form by Cheng in 1986 [16]. A typed version of LPF was presented by
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Jones and Middelburg [36] and the mural group extended the basic predicate
logic with types and operators specifically designed to support VDM [10].
4.1 Propositional LPF
Aside from the logical values true and false, LPF admits undefined terms.
Within the proof theory, there is no need to assign a the model theory for
LPF includes a value ⊥B intended to denote undefined terms. The truth ta-
bles for propositional disjunction and negation (Fig. 7) may be thought of as
describing a parallel lazy evaluation of the operands. For example, the expres-
sion A ∨ B evaluates true if either disjunct evaluates true, even if the other
disjunct is undefined.
∨ true false ⊥B
true true true true
false true false ⊥B
⊥B true ⊥B ⊥B
¬
true false
false true
⊥B ⊥B
Fig. 7. Example Truth Tables for Propositional LPF.
The axiomatisation of propositional LPF may be defined from constants
true, ∨ and ¬ . The axioms (Fig. 8) are similar to those of classical proposi-
tional logic except for the absence of the law of the excluded middle:
Excl-Mid
e ∨ ¬ e
Note that the third value present in the model theory is not actually required
in the proof theory, and is often referred to as a ‘gap’ or absence of a value,
rather than as a special value.
Several operators are introduced by syntactic definition:
false △ ¬ true
e1 ∧ e2 △ ¬ (¬ e1 ∨ ¬ e2)
e1 ⇒ e2 △ ¬ e1 ∨ e2
e1 ⇔ e2 △ e1 ⇒ e2 ∧ e2 ⇒ e1
A consequence of losing the excluded middle is that the classical Deduction
Theorem does not hold:
Deduction
e1 ⊢ e2
e1 ⇒ e2
To see this, consider the possibility that e1 and e2 are the same expression,
say e. Certainly we can prove e ⊢ e, but e ⇒ e does not hold in LPF
as it unfolds to the excluded middle (¬ e ∨ e). In order to recover the full
power of classical logic for propositions and predicates that are well defined,
a definedness judgement is added:
δe △ e ∨ ¬ e
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true-I
true
Ax
∨-I-R
e1
e1 ∨ e2
Ax
∨-I-L
e2
e1 ∨ e2
Ax
∨-E
e1 ∨ e2; e1 ⊢ e; e2 ⊢ e;
e
Ax
¬¬ -I
e
¬¬ e
Ax
¬¬ -E
¬¬ e
e
Ax
contr
e1;¬ e1
e2
Ax
¬ - ∨-I
¬ e1;¬ e2
¬ (e1 ∨ e2)
Ax
¬ - ∨-E-L
¬ (e1 ∨ e2)
¬ e2
Ax
¬ - ∨-E-R
¬ (e1 ∨ e2)
¬ e1
Ax
Fig. 8. Axioms of propositional LPF.
This leads to derived rules for the introduction and elimination of δ:
δ-I
e
δe
δ-I-¬
¬ e
δe
δ-E
δe1; e1 ⊢ e;¬ e1 ⊢ e
e
These allow the derivation of the qualified version of the Deduction Theorem
that holds in LPF:
⇒ -I
δe1; e1 ⊢ e2
e1 ⇒ e2
In general, theorems of classical logic can be formed into theorems of LPF
by adding the necessary ‘δ’ hypotheses.
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4.2 Typed Predicate LPF with Equality
Predicate LPF introduces the possibility of terms denoting values, and hence
also the possibility that these terms may be undefined. Logical expressions of
the form ‘e:T ’ are typing judgements and assert that the expression e denotes
a value belonging to a type T . Expressions that are undefined are termed non-
denoting and do not represent values in any data type. Thus, we do not use
special symbols or values to denote undefined terms just as, in the proposi-
tional logic, we did not require the ‘bottom’ value in the axiomatisation.
The logical framework treats quantifiers as binders, with a type restrict-
ing the bound variable. Consequently, the rules for quantifiers often contain
type judgements. For example, the axiom for introduction of the existential
quantifier requires that the witness value is denoting:
∃-I
a:A;P(a)
∃x :A · P(x )
Ax
The corresponding elimination axiom is a generalisation of ∨-Elimination:
∃-E
∃x :A · P(x );
y:A,P(y) ⊢y e
e
Ax
The subscript under the sequent indicates the variable bound in the sequent.
If the same variable name occurs free in e, it must be renamed on instantiation
of the rule.
The axiomatisation for Predicate LPF is, by analogy with the Proposi-
tional LPF, given in terms of existential quantification and negation. Just as
rules for ¬ -∨-Introduction and Elimination are required, so there are corre-
sponding axioms at the quantifier level:
¬ -∃-I
x :A ⊢x ¬P(x )
¬∃y:A · P(y)
Ax
¬ -∃-E
a:A,¬∃y:A · P(y)
¬P(a)
Ax
Universal quantification is introduced by syntactic definition:
∀x :A · P(x ) △ ¬∃x :A · ¬P(x )
This leads to the expected introduction and elimination rules:
∀-I
y:A ⊢y P(y)
∀x :A · P(x )
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∀-E
a:A; ∀x :A · P(x )
P(a)
When are quantified expressions defined? Consider the existentially quan-
tified expression ∃x :A · P(x ). If a witness value a can be produced for the
predicate P , the existential expression is true by ∃-I, and so is certainly de-
fined (δ(∃x :A ·P(x ))), even if P is undefined at some values in A. Similarly, if
it can be shown that no witness value exists, the quantified expression is false
and likewise is defined. A third possibility is that, although P is known to be
defined everywhere on A, there is not enough information to prove or refute
the existence of a witness value. A further axiom covers this weaker case:
δ-∃-inherit
x :A ⊢x δP(x )
δ(∃x :A · P(x ))
Ax
This extends in the expected way to ∀.
Equality has to be treated with some care where undefinedness is possible.
LPF equality is weak in that it is only defined over denoting terms:
δ-=-I
a:A; b:A
δ(a = b)
Ax
This leads to an abundance of typing hypotheses in the rules relating to
equality. Even the simple reflexivity axiom requires one:
=-self-I
a:A
a = a
Ax
Substitution of equals is done through inference rules, rather than building
weak equality directly into the logical framework. For example,
=-subs-right(a)
a:A; a = b;P(a)
P(b)
Ax
Different combinations of typing hypotheses, ‘P(a)’ and ‘P(b)’ lead to a
quartet of substitution rules which prove to be rather clumsy to select and
use in practice. Other features, such as inequality (6=), unique existential quan-
tification (∃!), unique choice (ι) and conditionals (if . . . then . . . else . . .) are
defined using the basic constructs of typed predicate LPF with equality de-
scribed here.
5 Theories Supporting VDM-SL
In order to use LPF to reason about the elements of a VDM model, it is
necessary to provide theories that embody the properties of the constructs
available in the language. Chief among these are the type constructors, and in
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particular those used to build collection types including finite sets, sequences
and mappings. General theories are provided for these type constructors. Cer-
tain other constructors, such as records, are better handled on a per-model
basis, translated into definitions and axiom sets in terms of the constructs in
the VDM theories. Below, we show how both kinds of construct are handled.
Sect. 5.1 describes the general theory of sets, while Sect. 5.2 shows how record
structures are handled.
5.1 Theories for Generic VDM Features
In order to give a flavour of theories describing generic VDM features, con-
sider a simple example: the theory of finite sets. The axiomatisation is given
in terms of constructors introduced as constants. In the case of sets these are
the empty set ({ }) and an add operator. Other operators, including the con-
ventional operators on sets such as union and intersection, are introduced as
constants and then either defined inductively or by syntactic definition. The
majority of operators have formation rules which allow the introduction of
typing judgements, for example:
{ }-form
{ }:A-set
Ax
add -form
a:A; s :A-set
add(a, s):A-set
Ax
Properties of operators are usually defined inductively over the construc-
tors. For example, set membership has the following rules:
{ }-is-empty
a:A
a /∈ { }
Ax
∈-add -defn
a:A; b:A; s :A-set
a ∈ add(b, s) ⇔ a = b ∨ a ∈ s
Ax
The constructors form the basis of the induction rule:
set-indn
s :A-set;P({ })
a:A, s1:A-set,P(S1), a /∈ s1 ⊢s,s1 P(add(a, s1))
P(s)
Ax
Collections in VDM-SL (sets, sequences and mappings) are finite. This com-
plicates the axiomatisation slightly, in that it is necessary to ensure finiteness
in building comprehension expressions. For example, naive versions of the set
comprehension formation and definition axioms might be as follows:
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{x :A | P(x )}:A-set
a:A
a ∈ {x :A | P(x )} ⇔ P(a)
Finiteness is ensured by adding hypotheses requiring that there exists a valid
set containing all the members of the newly constructed set:
∃s :A-set · ∀y:A · P(y) ⇒ y ∈ s
{x :A | P(x )}:A-set
a:A; ∃s :A-set · ∀y:A · P(y) ⇒ y ∈ s
a ∈ {x :A | P(x )} ⇔ P(a)
This is further complicated by the need to handle undefinedness. The charac-
teristic predicate must be total:
∀x :A · δP(x )
∃s :A-set · ∀y:A · P(y) ⇒ y ∈ s
{x :A | P(x )}:A-set
∀x :A · δP(x )
a:A; ∃s :A-set · ∀y:A · P(y) ⇒ y ∈ s
a ∈ {x :A | P(x )} ⇔ P(a)
The more general form of set comprehension available in VDM-SL allows
the construction of expressions from the elements satisfying the characteristic
predicate, for example:
{f (x ) | x :A · P(x )}
Here again, the finiteness and consistency requirements must be taken into
account, with the additional constraint that the elements of the constructed
set should be denoting:
set-comp-form
∀x :A · δP(x )
x :A,P(x ) ⊢x f (x ):B
∃s :B -set · ∀y:A · P(y) ⇒ f (y) ∈ s
{f (x ) | x :A · P(x )}:B -set
∈-set-comp-defn
b:B
∀x :A · δP(x )
x :A,P(x ) ⊢x f (x ):B
∃s :B -set · ∀y:A · P(y) ⇒ f (y) ∈ s
b ∈ {f (x ) | x :A · P(x )} ⇔ ∃a:A · P(a) ∧ b = f (a)
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5.2 Model-specific Theories
In the proof framework that was developed for mural , each construct had a
fixed arity. It was not therefore possible to give a generic theory for constructs
that have variable numbers of component parts: these are translated into
definitions and axioms. The best example of this approach is the handling of
composite types, or records. Consider, for example, the following VDM type
definition from our Queueb example (for the moment omitting consideration
of the invariant):
Queueb :: s : Qel∗
i : N
This is translated into a type name Queueb, a constructor mk -Queueb ex-
pressed as a 2-argument constant, and two selectors, .s and .i , each taking
one argument. Axioms of formation and definition link the components. For
example, the formation and definition axioms for the selector .s are:
s-form
q:Queueb
q.s :Qel∗
Ax
s-defn
mk -Queueb(x , y):Queueb
mk -Queueb(x , y).s = x
Ax
The axioms for the constructor take the following form:
mk -Queueb-form
s :Qel∗; i :N
mk -Queueb(s , i):Queueb
Ax
mk -Queueb-defn
q:Queueb
mk -Queueb(q.s , q.i):Queueb
Ax
These rules have been seen applied in the formal proof in Fig. 6. In the
presence of invariants, the rules are slightly complicated by the need to ensure
that the invariant is respected on formation of the composite value, and an
axiom is added to allow the invariant to be introduced:
mk -Queueb-form
s :Qel∗; i :N; inv -Queueb(s , i)
mk -Queueb(s , i):Queueb
Ax
inv -Queueb-I
mk -Queueb(x , y):Queueb
inv -Queueb(x , y)
Ax
Note that the invariant is here introduced as a binary constant and defined
by a syntactic definition:
inv -Queueb(x , y) △ x ≤ len y
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5.3 Choices and Trade-offs
The main choices and trade-offs that have to be made in developing theo-
ries representing VDM-SL concepts within the mural logical framework have
been discussed in depth elsewhere [25]. However, it is worth briefly two areas
in which compromises were made. First, the syntactic definition mechanism
does not support side conditions on the folding and unfolding of terms. Where
such side conditions are required, it is necessary to use axiomatic definition.
In particular, if a polymorphic term, for example including an equality, is in-
cluded in the definition of a term not intended to be polymorphic, the whole
defining expression can have a meaning outside its intended scope. Second, as
already indicated, the decision to fix the arities of constants made reasoning
about some VDM-SL constructs which have a variable number of compo-
nents, such as record types (Cartesian products with field designators), quite
unwieldy. This might be seen as a rather harsh criticism, bearing in mind that
many formalisms avoid such constructions in the first place.
Some aspects of VDM-SL itself add to the complexity of the proof theory.
The effect of requiring finiteness has already been indicated. Similar com-
plexity arises when function types are introduced. VDM-SL provides for the
restricted use of types of total functions, their elements denoted by lambda ex-
pressions. Restrictions are imposed on the combination of function types with
other type constructors such as sets (sets of functions are not permitted), and
these can surface as still further typing hypotheses.
Loose specification is particularly challenging for modelling languages that
aim to support abstract specification. VDM-SL admits loose specification via
choice constructs. For example, the ‘let . . . be such that’ expression incorpo-
rates some degree of choice:
let x :A be s.t. P(x ) in Q(x )
This expression implicitly specifies x as any value of type A that satisfies
the condition P . If more than one value in A satisfies P , the expression’s
semantics become problematic. One might try to give the semantics in terms
of a deterministic (Hilbert) choice operator ε:
ε-form
∃x :A · P(x )
(ε x :A · P(x )):A
Ax
ε-I
∃x :A · P(x )
P(ε x :A · P(x ))
Ax
∃x :A · P(x ); E (εx :A · P(x )):B
(let x :A be s.t. P(x ) in E (x )) = E (ε x :A · P(x ))
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However, this does not match the semantics of loose expressions in VDM-SL.
The ε-form rule, and the reflexivity of equality (=-self-I), allow us to conclude
the following:
∃x :A · P(x )
(ε x :A · P(x )) = (ε x :A · P(x ))
This is at odds with the semantics of loose expressions in VDM function def-
initions. Such definitions denote deterministic functions. Function definitions
containing loose choice expressions are treated as underdetermined. That is,
they specify deterministic functions, but the specification does not constrain
the particular deterministic function chosen from the range allowed by the
choice operator. In contrast, VDM operations are nondeterministic. The use
of a loose choice expression in an operation is treated as nondeterminism: the
same expression may denote different results on each occurrence. Thus, if the
same loose expression occurs in different places in a VDM-SL model, it may
denote different values. Consider, for example, the following fragment [39]:
f : ()→ N
f () △ let x :N be s.t. x ∈ {1, 2} in x
g : ()→ N
g() △ let x :N be s.t. x ∈ {1, 2} in x
The looseness in the definitions means that a valid implementation of f may
always return the value 1 while a valid implementation of g may always return
2. However, our proof rules based on ε, along with reflexivity of equality over
denoting terms, allow us to conclude f () = g(). In order to deal with this while
retaining the basic equality rules, it becomes necessary to add context infor-
mation differentiating the varepsilon expression occurrences. Larsen [39, 41]
explores the addition of this context information in some depth, in order to de-
rive some more general rules for loose expressions. He goes on to develop proof
rules for recursive definitions incorporating looseness, utilising a determinism
predicate which augments inference rules introducing new equalities.
Loose specification is potentially a valuable feature. It contributes to com-
positional refinement since different occurrences may be treated differently in
a refinement step. However, there is a price to be paid, because of the need
to tag expressions with contextual information.
6 Three Approaches to Supporting Logic in VDM
As discussed in Sect. 2, the provision of strong tool support has been a domi-
nant theme in the VDM community in recent years. In this section we examine
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three approaches to the provision of support for reasoning about VDM mod-
els with partial functions. Each is characterised by a different understanding
of the potential uses and users of tools. First, in Sect. 6.1 we examine the
implementation of support for user-led proof of obligations and conjectures
about models, directly implementing LPF in the logical framework of Sect. 3.
The second approach that we describe Sect. 6.2 is that taken in VDMTools,
in which the logic is used indirectly and the tool support is geared primarily
to the needs of a developer wishing to explore a model through approaches
familiar from conventional software engineering, particularly testing. Third, in
Sect. 6.3 we examine the use of automated proof support and the adaptation
of general provers to LPF and VDM.
6.1 The “Pencil and Paper” Metaphor: the mural Approach
The mural tool was aimed at users with some expertise in structuring a formal
proof. A basic specification support environment provided some rudimentary
facilities for constructing models, and generating model-specific theories from
them in the manner outlined in Sect. 5.2. Proof obligations would be added
as unproven conjectures to a theory store which had been pre-populated with
definitions and theorems for Typed LPF. Users would complete proofs of
obligations and manually-added validation conjectures within a proof sup-
port environment that aimed to provide lightweight tools to assist with the
bookkeeping tasks involved in proof, as well as in the selection of applicable
rules.
As an example of this style of reasoning, consider the proof of the inference
rule for ∀-Introduction:
∀-I
y:A ⊢y P(y)
∀x :A · P(x )
In mural , the rule would initially have an ‘unproved’ status within the theory
store. Upon selection, a proof display would open in a window looking like a
sheet of paper with the hypotheses at the top and conclusion at the bottom:
from y:A ⊢y P(y)
. . .
infer ∀x :A · P(x ) 〈 ?? justify ?? 〉
Note that the conclusion line is flagged as unjustified. The user is free to
decide how to approach the problem by working backwards from the goal
or forwards from the knowns. Tools are supplied to search the theory store
for applicable rules that can be matched to the knowns or goals. However,
the expert user will often want to select a specific rule for application and
the mural ‘justification tool’ in this case manage the pattern matching of the
rule to the expressions in the proof. For example, the user may choose to work
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backwards from the conclusion by using the fact that ∀ is defined syntactically
in terms of ¬∃. With the aid of the justification tool, the proof is updated:
from y:A ⊢y P(y)
. . .
a ¬∃y:A · P(y) 〈 ?? justify ?? 〉
infer ∀x :A · P(x ) folding(a)
Rules with sequent hypotheses lead to the establishment of subproofs and
again, the mural tools could handle the bookkeeping:
from y:A ⊢y P(y)
b from z :A
. . .
infer ¬ (¬P(z )) 〈 ?? justify ?? 〉
a ¬∃y:A · P(y) ¬ -∃-I(b)
infer ∀x :A · P(x ) folding(a)
The proof is completed by forward reasoning within the subproof (and renum-
bering lines to clean up the presentation):
from y:A ⊢y P(y)
1 from z :A
1.1 P(z ) sequent h1 (1.h1)
infer ¬ (¬P(z )) ¬¬ -I(1.1)
2 ¬∃y:A · P(y) ¬ -∃-I(1)
infer ∀x :A · P(x ) folding(2)
Note some of the characteristics of this approach to implementing LPF in
VDM. The user is assumed to have some knowledge of proof construction.
The tools are specialised engines that provide a lightweight form of assistance
to basic proof construction tasks and the stress is on the crafting of a satisfying
human-readable proof rather than a machine-readable proof script as is the
case with some high-automation approaches. Other than the justification tool,
prototype tools supported the use of decision procedures and the application
of tactics. All the tools operated on the underlying presentation of the proof.
The mural logical framework is similar to that used in Sect. 3 and was
designed to be capable of adaptation to several logics. Apart from its instan-
tiation for typed LPF, it has been applied to higher-order logics, modal logics
and Hoare Logic [37]. The generic character of the logical framework means
that the handling of partial functions is done through the theory held in the
tool’s theory store. The user is faced directly with the problem of handling
definedness.
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Other VDM-specific characteristics of Typed LPF such as finiteness and
underspecification must be understood by the mural user. The complexity
of doing so taxed the mural logical framework and tools. In fact the de-
velopers of the Typed LPF theory in [10] did not implement a solution to
the underspecification problem. Certain styles of reasoning were not so well
supported, notably chains of equalities, inequalities and implications, associa-
tive/commutative reasoning etc. However, some experimental tactic-like tools
were built to help support reasoning in these cases.
In spite of some limitations, the mural environment provided for a faith-
ful implementation of LPF and introduced the possibility of user-guided ar-
gument construction. Alan Wills’ speculative but prescient appendix to the
book on mural [37] entitled “The Theorem Prover’s House” presented a vision
of the future in which a theorem prover is emphatically not a computer pro-
gram, but a skilled human. Wills’ prover has access to on-line theory stores,
specialist proof engines and intuitive interfaces. He does not prove every line
himself, as the mural user had to do, but he does remain in control of the
argument.
6.2 Logic in VDMTools
In contrast with mural ’s very proof-focussed tool set, the industry-developed
VDMTools are driven by the lightweight formal methods paradigm. They
are designed to encourage modelling and the exploration of models, often in
collaboration with a domain expert. The targeted user of VDMTools is not
necessarily a formalist with training in proof at all, but is assumed to be a
competent software engineer. The tools correspond to those of a design or
programming support environment: syntax and type checking, pretty print-
ing, interpretation, batch mode test and test coverage analysis. Models may be
expressed in the classical “flat” VDM-SL language or its object-oriented ex-
tension VDM++. For the latter, there is an explicit link with UML modelling
tools.
The objective in the development of VDMTools has been on supplying
forms of analysis that are familiar to the software engineering practitioner,
and proof has not been a high priority. Nevertheless, the influence of the logic
is present from the type checking tools along the rest of the chain. For exam-
ple, type checking is not decidable in general for VDM because of the arbitrary
complexity of data type invariants. The approach taken is to offer two levels
of type checking: possibly correct (pos) and definitely correct (def ) [48]. The
pos check is precise in that it only raises errors that are surely errors. The
def check is imprecise but safe in the sense that it raises an error message
for any situation in which an error may occur. The def checking process has
been extended to generate proof obligations automatically for each case. The
tools support user “sign-off” of each obligation, on the basis of inspection.
Models which pass the syntax check may be executed in the VDMTools in-
terpreter. Consequently, the interpreter has to take a position with respect
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to the evaluation of Boolean formulae written in VDM. Given the infeasi-
bility of implementing parallel evaluation of the kind required for a faithful
LPF interpretation of such formulae, the VDMTools interpreter treats propo-
sitional operators in VDM models as their McCarthy conditional counterparts
based on a left-to-right evaluation, as taken in the RAISE Specification Lan-
guage (RSL) [49, 50].
6.3 Use of Automation: PVS and HOL Support
VDM was not developed specifically for implementation in a proof support
tool. It is therefore a considerable challenge to develop a useful embedding of
the language in such a tool. There have been various attempts to date.
Shallow embeddings involve a translation from the concepts of the source
language to those of the theorem prover. There are several superficial similar-
ities between PVS and VDM, making it appealing to attempt a shallow em-
bedding and explore the extent to which proof support might be automated.
The implementation reported by Agerholm, Bicarregui and Maharaj [1, 2]
takes this form. Each formal model is hand-translated to PVS. The approach
yielded a considerable reduction in the effort spent handling tedious applica-
tions of associative/commutative principles. On the down side, PVS does not
handle partial functions directly for Typed LPF. Handling of underspecifica-
tion is not clean. PVS requires that each occurrence of a choice expression
should yield the same result. Thus, as indicated in [2], the translation of gen-
uine nondeterminism in operation specifications to PVS choice operators is
not correct.
Agerholm and Frost present an embedding of Typed LPF in Isabelle [3, 4]
as part of a larger scheme to extend the capabilities of the IFAD VDM-SL
Toolbox (as it was then known). It is a straightforward embedding of the
logic represented in [10], including therefore the handling of undefinedness.
The approach is successful, though limited by the “ad hoc” nature of the
collection of rules in the initial sets of theories.
A subsequent implementation of Typed LPF in HOL98 within the PROS-
PER project [18] included the realisation of a much more sophisticated user
interface which aimed to present proof-level expressions to the user within
the specification formalism, rather than requiring the user to switch mentally
between the model and the theorem prover. The PROSPER theories sup-
porting VDM were structured into rule sets to aid efficient proof and a more
sophisticated set of tactics were developed. The link to VDMTools supported
automatic generation and discharging of proof obligations, achieving around
90% automation. An interface was developed for limited user guidance of proof
construction in cases where the obligation could not be discharged automat-
ically. However, this received only limited experimental use. The PROSPER
tools were limited to a subset of VDM models that stayed within a two-valued
logic. Proof obligations were generated to ensure adherence to this require-
ment. Loose specification was handled using the Hilbert choice operator, so
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reflexivity of equality could be preserved. The PROSPER team, which in-
cluded the author at various points, took the view that these restrictions were
worth tolerating in order to produce a first integrated tool set.
7 Conclusions and Future Directions
We have attempted to characterise the Typed Logic of Partial Functions as
it is used to support reasoning about models in VDM. In the earlier sections
of the paper, we painted a relatively simple picture of the underlying logic,
in particular its features for handling undefined terms. The basic logic is ex-
tended with features to support VDM directly, including definitions of types
and operators present in the modelling language. This attempt to accommo-
date features such as finiteness of data values and looseness poses a first set
of challenges to the logical framework.
Once one begins to consider the requirements for robust, highly capable
tool support, the picture becomes rather less clear because of the need to
resolve conflicting aims, for example handling undefinedness in a way that is
clean for both execution (as in VDMTools) and proof (as in mural). It remains
an open question to see if a proof support environment can be developed
that works in conjunction with VDMTools but that also provides greater
faithfulness to LPF than was the case in the PROSPER embedding.
This paper has sought to make one critical point in regards to logics for
formal modelling languages: it is a mistake to design or analyse a logic for
formal modelling in isolation. The logic is just one of several interdependent
elements (modelling language, static and dynamic semantics, proof theory, in-
terpreter, analysis tools etc.) of a useful formal method. A decision to simplify
one element usually has effects on others. For example, we could try to deal
with undefinedness in VDM by prohibiting potentially undefined expressions
in the modelling language in the first place. This is, in some sense, moving
responsibility for handling undefinedness from the logic to the specification
support tools. A motto for LPF might be that “there’s no such thing as a free
lunch.”
A similar argument holds as we move from abstract specification to run-
ning systems via refinement. While it may be possible to sweep undefined
expressions away at an abstract level, undefinedness must be faced in im-
plementations, as must the resolution of loose specification and finiteness of
representations. Exactly where specific responsibilities lie is a critical factor
in determining the utility of a formal method. It is reasonable to expect that
large-scale formal developments might employ a variety of related formalisms,
and hence logical systems, at different stages. This trend is all the stronger as
work on tools moves away from monolithic solutions like the current VDM-
Tools towards collections of interoperable tools such as those envisaged in
Overture and the fault-tolerance-focussed RODIN project5.
5 http://rodin.cs.ncl.ac.uk
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Several technological developments will have a significant influence on how
we apply logics for specification languages in the future. Many of the core
technologies needed to realise the mural vision of human-led proof are be-
ginning to become available [11]. These include network-enabled capabilities
such as shared workspaces for developing specifications and theorems, access
to searchable large-scale on-line theory libraries, remote access to reasoners
and proof tools, and shared visualisation. These technologies have the po-
tential to revolutionise our approach to advanced proof-based validation and
verification as much as increasing efficiency of provers and model checkers.
We have observed the challenge posed to automated proof by the handling
of partial functions in VDM, as evidenced in the work to date on PVS, Is-
abelle and HOL98. Along the same lines, Chalin [15] attacks the mismatches
between the logics that underpin runtime assertion checking in programs and
those supported in program verification tools. He reports a survey which sug-
gests that programmers would prefer verification technology that provides an
interpretation of terms consistent with that already used in runtime assertion
checking. LPF is one possible candidate logic, and an interesting research topic
is the use of LPF variants in assertion-based environments akin to ESC [38],
and Spec# [8].
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